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History & Geography 800 LIFEPAC Management

STRUCTURE OF THE LIFEPAC CURRICULUM

The LIFEPAC curriculum is conveniently structured to provide one teacher handbook containing
teacher support material with answer keys and ten student worktexts for each subject at grade
levels two through twelve.  The worktext format of the LIFEPACs allows the student to read the
textual information and complete workbook activities all in the same booklet.  The easy to follow
LIFEPAC numbering system lists the grade as the first number(s) and the last two digits as the
number of the series.  For example, the Language Arts LIFEPAC at the 6th grade level, 5th book
in the series would be LAN0605.

Each LIFEPAC is divided into 3 to 5 sections and begins with an introduction or overview of the
booklet as well as a series of specific learning objectives to give a purpose to the study of the
LIFEPAC.  The introduction and objectives are followed by a vocabulary section which may be
found at the beginning of each section at the lower levels, at the beginning of the LIFEPAC in the
middle grades, or in the glossary at the high school level.  Vocabulary words are used to develop
word recognition and should not be confused with the spelling words introduced later in the
LIFEPAC.  The student should learn all vocabulary words before working the LIFEPAC sections
to improve comprehension, retention, and reading skills.

Each activity or written assignment has a number for easy identification, such as 1.1.  The first
number corresponds to the LIFEPAC section and the number to the right of the decimal is the
number of the activity.

Teacher checkpoints, which are essential to maintain quality learning, are found at various
locations throughout the LIFEPAC. The teacher should check 1) neatness of work and
penmanship, 2) quality of understanding (tested with a short oral quiz), 3) thoroughness of
answers (complete sentences and paragraphs, correct spelling, etc.), 4) completion of activities
(no blank spaces), and 5) accuracy of answers as compared to the answer key (all answers
correct).

The self test questions are also number coded for easy reference.  For example, 2.015 means that
this is the 15th question in the self test of Section II.  The first number corresponds to the
LIFEPAC section, the zero indicates that it is a self test question, and the number to the right of
the zero the question number.

The LIFEPAC test is packaged at the centerfold of each LIFEPAC.  It should be removed and put
aside before giving the booklet to the student for study.

Answer and test keys have the same numbering system as the LIFEPACs and appear at the back
of this handbook.  The student may be given access to the answer keys (not the test keys) under
teacher supervision so that he can score his own work.

A thorough study of the Curriculum Overview by the teacher before instruction begins is
essential to the success of the student.  The teacher should become familiar with expected skill
mastery and understand how these grade level skills fit into the overall skill development of the
curriculum.  The teacher should also preview the objectives that appear at the beginning of each
LIFEPAC for additional preparation and planning.
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TEST SCORING and GRADING

Answer keys and test keys give examples of correct answers.  They convey the idea, but the
student may use many ways to express a correct answer.  The teacher should check for the
essence of the answer, not for the exact wording.  Many questions are high level and require
thinking and creativity on the part of the student.  Each answer should be scored  based on
whether or not the main idea written by the student matches the model example.  “Any Order”
or “Either Order” in a key indicates that no particular order is necessary to be correct.

Most self tests and LIFEPAC tests at the lower elementary levels are scored at 1 point per answer;
however, the upper levels may have a point system awarding 2 to 5 points for various answers
or questions.  Further, the total test points will vary; they may not always equal 100 points.  They
may be 78, 85, 100, 105, etc.

ex.  1 ex.  2

A score box similar to ex.1 above is located at the end of each self test and on the front of the
LIFEPAC test.  The bottom score, 72, represents the total number of points possible on the test.
The upper score, 58, represents the number of points your student will need to receive an 80% or
passing grade.  If you wish to establish the exact percentage that your student has achieved, find
the total points of his correct answers and divide it by the bottom number (in this case 72.) For
example, if your student has a point total of 65, divide 65 by 72 for a grade of 90%.  Referring to
ex.  2, on a test with a total of 105 possible points, the student would have to receive a minimum
of 84 correct points for an 80% or passing grade.  If your student has received 93 points, simply
divide the 93 by 105 for a percentage grade of 89%.  Students who receive a score below 80%
should review the LIFEPAC and retest using the appropriate Alternate Test found in the
Teacher’s Guide.

The following is a guideline to assign letter grades for completed LIFEPACs based on a
maximum total score of 100 points.

LIFEPAC Test = 60% of the Total Score (or percent grade)
Self Test = 25% of the Total Score (average percent of self tests)
Reports = 10% or 10* points per LIFEPAC
Oral Work = 5% or 5* points per LIFEPAC
*Determined by the teacher’s subjective evaluation of the student’s daily work.

58

72

84

105

History & Geography 800 LIFEPAC Management
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Example:
LIFEPAC Test Score = 92% 92 x .60 = 55 points
Self Test Average = 90% 90 x .25 = 23 points
Reports = 8 points
Oral Work = 4 points
_______________________________________________________________________
TOTAL POINTS = 90 points

Grade Scale based on point system: 100 – 94 = A
93 – 86 = B
85 – 77 = C
76 – 70 = D
Below 70 = F

History & Geography 800 LIFEPAC Management
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TEACHER HINTS and STUDYING TECHNIQUES

LIFEPAC Activities are written to check the level of understanding of the preceding text. The
student may look back to the text as necessary to complete these activities; however, a student
should never attempt to do the activities without reading (studying) the text first.  Self tests and
LIFEPAC tests are never open book tests.

Language arts activities (skill integration) often appear within other subject curriculum. The
purpose is to give the student an opportunity to test his skill mastery outside of the context in
which it was presented.

Writing complete answers (paragraphs) to some questions is an integral part of the LIFEPAC
Curriculum in all subjects. This builds communication and organization skills, increases
understanding and retention of ideas, and helps enforce good penmanship.  Complete sentences
should be encouraged for this type of activity.  Obviously, single words or phrases do not meet
the intent of the activity, since multiple lines are given for the response.

Review is essential to student success.  Time invested in review where review is suggested will
be time saved in correcting errors later.  Self tests, unlike the section activities, are closed book.
This procedure helps to identify weaknesses before they become too great to overcome.  Certain
objectives from self tests are cumulative and test previous sections; therefore, good preparation
for a self test must include all material studied up to that testing point.

The following procedure checklist has been found to be successful in developing good study
habits in the LIFEPAC curriculum.

1.  Read the introduction and Table of Contents.
2.  Read the objectives.
3.  Recite and study the entire vocabulary (glossary) list.
4.  Study each section as follows:

a.  Read the introduction and study the section objectives.
b.  Read all the text for the entire section, but answer none of the activities.
c.  Return to the beginning of the section and memorize each vocabulary word and

definition.
d.  Reread the section, complete the activities, check the answers with the answer key,

correct all errors, and have the teacher check.
e.  Read the self test but do not answer the questions.
f.  Go to the beginning of the first section and reread the text and answers to the activities

up to the self test you have not yet done.
g.  Answer the questions to the self test without looking back.
h.  Have the self test checked by the teacher.
i.  Correct the self test and have the teacher check the corrections.
j.  Repeat steps a–i for each section.

History & Geography 800 LIFEPAC Management
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5.  Use the SQ3R* method to prepare for the LIFEPAC test.
6.  Take the LIFEPAC test as a closed book test.
7.  LIFEPAC tests are administered and scored under direct teacher supervision.  Students who

receive scores below 80% should review the LIFEPAC using the SQ3R* study method and take
the Alternate Test located in the Teacher Handbook.  The final test grade may be the grade on
the Alternate Test or an average of the grades from the original LIFEPAC test and the
Alternate Test.

*SQ3R: Scan the whole LIFEPAC.
Question yourself on the objectives.
Read the whole LIFEPAC again.
Recite through an oral examination.
Review weak areas.

History & Geography 800 LIFEPAC Management
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GOAL SETTING and SCHEDULES

Each school must develop its own schedule, because no single set of procedures will fit every
situation.  The following is an example of a daily schedule that includes the five LIFEPAC
subjects as well as time slotted for special activities.

Possible Daily Schedule

8:15 – 8:25 Pledges, prayer, songs, devotions, etc.
8:25 – 9:10 Bible
9:10 – 9:55 Language Arts

9:55 – 10:15 Recess (juice break)

10:15 – 11:00 Mathematics
11:00 – 11:45 Social Studies

11:45 – 12:30 Lunch, recess, quiet time

12:30 – 1:15 Science
1:15 – Drill, remedial work, enrichment*

*Enrichment: Computer time, physical education, field trips, fun reading, games and puzzles,
family business, hobbies, resource persons, guests, crafts, creative work, electives, music
appreciation, projects.

Basically, two factors need to be considered when assigning work to a student in the LIFEPAC
curriculum.

The first is time.  An average of 45 minutes should be devoted to each subject, each day.
Remember, this is only an average.  Because of extenuating circumstances a student may spend
only 15 minutes on a subject one day and the next day spend 90 minutes on the same subject.

The second factor is the number of pages to be worked in each subject.  A single LIFEPAC is
designed to take 3 to 4 weeks to complete.  Allowing about 3-4 days for LIFEPAC introduction,
review, and tests, the student has approximately 15 days to complete the LIFEPAC pages.
Simply take the number of pages in the LIFEPAC, divide it by 15 and you will have the number
of pages that must be completed on a daily basis to keep the student on schedule.  For example,
a LIFEPAC containing 45 pages will require 3 completed pages per day.  Again, this is only an
average.  While working a 45 page LIFEPAC, the student may complete only 1 page the first day
if the text has a lot of activities or reports, but go on to complete 5 pages the next day.

Long range planning requires some organization.  Because the traditional school year originates
in the early fall of one year and continues to late spring of the following year, a calendar should
be devised that covers this period of time.  Approximate beginning and completion dates can be
noted on the calendar as well as special occasions such as holidays, vacations and birthdays.

History & Geography 800 LIFEPAC Management
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Since each LIFEPAC takes 3-4 weeks or eighteen days to complete, it should take about 180
school days to finish a set of ten LIFEPACs.  Starting at the beginning school date, mark off
eighteen school days on the calendar and that will become the targeted completion date for the
first LIFEPAC.  Continue marking the calendar until you have established dates for the
remaining nine LIFEPACs making adjustments for previously noted holidays and vacations.  If
all five subjects are being used, the ten established target dates should be the same for the
LIFEPACs in each subject.

FORMS

The sample weekly lesson plan and student grading sheet forms are included in this section as
teacher support materials and may be duplicated at the convenience of the teacher.

The student grading sheet is provided for those who desire to follow the suggested guidelines
for assignment of letter grades found on page 3 of this section.  The student’s self test scores
should be posted as percentage grades.  When the LIFEPAC is completed the teacher should
average the self test grades, multiply the average by .25 and post the points in the box marked
self test points.  The LIFEPAC percentage grade should be multiplied by .60 and posted.  Next,
the teacher should award and post points for written reports and oral work.  A report may be
any type of written work assigned to the student whether it is a LIFEPAC or additional learning
activity.  Oral work includes the student’s ability to respond orally to questions which may or
may not be related to LIFEPAC activities or any type of oral report assigned by the teacher.  The
points may then be totaled and a final grade entered along with the date that the LIFEPAC was
completed.

The Student Record Book which was specifically designed for use with the Alpha Omega
curriculum provides space to record weekly progress for one student over a nine week period as
well as a place to post self test and LIFEPAC scores.  The Student Record Books are available
through the current Alpha Omega catalog; however, unlike the enclosed forms these books are
not for duplication and should be purchased in sets of four to cover a full academic year.

History & Geography 800 LIFEPAC Management
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LP # Self Test Scores by Sections Self Test LIFEPAC Oral Report Final Date
1              2              3              4              5 Points Test Points Points Grade

Student Name Year

Bible

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

LP # Self Test Scores by Sections Self Test LIFEPAC Oral Report Final Date
1              2              3              4              5 Points Test Points Points Grade

History & Geography

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

LP # Self Test Scores by Sections Self Test LIFEPAC Oral Report Final Date
1              2              3              4              5 Points Test Points Points Grade

Language Arts

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
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LP # Self Test Scores by Sections Self Test LIFEPAC Oral Report Final Date
1              2              3              4              5 Points Test Points Points Grade

Student Name Year

Mathematics

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

LP # Self Test Scores by Sections Self Test LIFEPAC Oral Report Final Date
1              2              3              4              5 Points Test Points Points Grade

Science

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10

LP # Self Test Scores by Sections Self Test LIFEPAC Oral Report Final Date
1              2              3              4              5 Points Test Points Points Grade

Spelling/Electives

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
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History & Geography 800 Teacher Notes

The LIFEPAC curriculum from grades two through twelve is structured so that the daily
instructional material is written directly into the LIFEPACs.  The student is encouraged to
read and follow this instructional material in order to develop independent study habits.
The teacher should introduce the LIFEPAC to the student, set a required completion
schedule, complete teacher checks, be available for questions regarding both content and
procedures, administer and grade tests, and develop additional learning activities as
desired.  Teachers working with several students may schedule their time so that students
are assigned to a quiet work activity when it is necessary to spend instructional time with
one particular student.

The Teacher Notes section of the Teacher’s Guide lists the required or suggested materials
for the LIFEPACs and provides additional learning activities for the students. The materials
section refers only to LIFEPAC materials and does not include materials which may be
needed for the additional activities.  Additional learning activities provide a change from
the daily school routine, encourage the student’s interest in learning and may be used as a
reward for good study habits.  

INSTRUCTIONS FOR HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY
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History & Geography 801 Teacher Notes

Materials Needed for LIFEPAC
Required: Suggested:

atlas
world globe
encyclopedia

Additional Learning Activities
Section I Quest and Conquest

1. Discuss these questions.
a. What did Western Civilization get from Greece?  from Rome?  

from Judaism?  from Christianity?
b. Why was Prince Henry’s work so revolutionary?
c. What kind of man was Columbus?  a hero?  an opportunist?  a fool?

2. Do a class or individual project on spices to find out which were important, 
where they came from, and how they were used.  Give a report.

3. Do research and a report or paper on the Viking exploration of America.
4. Different students should read about the lives of different conquistadors.  Each 

should make a brief report to the class.  Then, draw some conclusions.  What 
kind of men were they?

5. Map out Magellan’s trip around the world.  Discuss what the circumstances 
would be like for the sailors at different points on the journey.

6. Discuss this question:  Could the Aztec and Inca Empires have defeated the 
Spanish?  If so, how?

Section II The Chase
1. Discuss the circumstances in England that hindered exploration from there 

between 1490 and 1600.
2. Do research and a report or paper on the life of Francis Drake.
3. Do research and a report or paper on the Grand Banks.
4. Discuss what life would have been like on a ship exploring the New World in 

the late 1400s and early 1500s.
5. Create an ending for the story of Henry Hudson’s life after he was marooned.
6. Discuss what drove the people of the 15th and 16th centuries to explore the 

earth, and compare it with why people might one day explore the stars.
7. Different students should read about the lives of Cartier, Champlain, Jolliet, 

Marquette, and LaSalle.  Give a brief report to the class.  Then, draw some 
conclusions.  What kind of men were they?

8. Discuss the morality of the European custom of claiming for themselves any 
lands they “discovered.”

Section III The First Colonies
1. Each student or group of students should assume the role of a person in a 

Spanish colony—slave, Indian, mestizo, Spanish nobleman, etc.  Discuss what
your role is in society in the 1500s.  Do the same for the French, Dutch, and
English colonies.
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History & Geography 801 Teacher Notes

2. Discuss how life was different in Spanish, Dutch, French, and English colonies
and how it was the same.

3. Every student should write his own story about what happened to the Lost
Colony.  Read them in class.  Discuss which is the most likely, the least likely,
and the best story.

4. Discuss what life was like for the colonists in the early years of Jamestown.
5. Do some role playing and discuss or dramatize what it must have been like 

for Pocahontas to go to England.
6. Discuss the long-term effects of the three major events of 1619 at Jamestown.

(The arrival of women and slaves, the founding of the House of Burgesses).
Which was the most important event and why?

7. Discuss why the Indians would help the colonists and why they would fight
them.

8. Discuss whether the Native Americans could have stopped European
colonization of North America.  If so, how?
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History & Geography 801 Alternate Test 

Match these people with the best description of the land they explored. Some answers will
be used more than once (each answer, 2 points).

1. ______ Marquette
2. ______ La Salle
3. ______ Columbus
4. ______ Balboa
5. ______ Magellan
6. ______ Drake
7. ______ Coronado
8. ______ Cartier
9. ______ Ponce de León
10. ______ Champlain
11. ______ De Soto
12. ______ Hudson
13. ______ Cabot
14. ______ Jolliet
15. ______ Ericson

Name the European country that sponsored each item or person (each answer, 2 points).

16. ___________________ Jamestown
17. ___________________ Columbus
18. ___________________ opening the trade route around Africa
19. ___________________ claimed the Mississippi River basin by 1700
20. ___________________ Fort Orange, settlements on the Hudson River
21. ___________________ the first permanent European settlement in the United States
22. ___________________ Cortes and Pizarro
23. ___________________ Magellan
24. ___________________ persecuted Huguenots, encouraged coureurs de bois
25. ___________________ Detroit, New Orleans, Quebec
26. ___________________ Roanoke, John Cabot

a. the Mississippi River
b. Florida
c. the Caribbean, Central America, and northern 

South America
d. New York and northern Canada
e. Newfoundland
f. St. Lawrence River
g. Isthmus of Panama
h. coast of South America and the Pacific Ocean

on the way to Asia
i. west coast of North America on the way to Asia
j. southwestern United States

k. Mississippi River, Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi,
and Arkansas

l. St. Lawrence, Great Lakes, east coast south to 
Massachusetts

m. Ohio River valley, Mississippi River

Name



27. ___________________ claimed Florida and southwestern U.S. by 1700
28. ___________________ claimed the U.S. east coast and Hudson Bay area by 1700
29. ___________________ divided up the non-Catholic world with Portugal with the Treaty of

Tordesillas
30. ___________________ few settlers, mostly fur traders, no religious or political freedom,

best relations with the Indians
31. ___________________ House of Burgesses, Elizabeth I, James I
32. ___________________ Isabela, Santa Fe, San Diego
33. ___________________ Champlain, Cartier
34. ___________________ Invincible Armada, a tremendous wealth of gold and silver from

Mexico and Peru
35. ___________________ West India Company, purchased Manhattan Island, patroon system

Identify each of the following items or persons (each answer, 3 points).

36. ___________________ Traveled to China in the 1200s, wrote a book that interested Europe
in the Far East

37. ___________________ Two hundred year attempt to take the Holy Land from the Muslims,
brought Europe into contact with Asian markets and science

38. ___________________ Cash crop of Virginia
39. ___________________ The four cultural ancestors of Western Civilization

___________________
___________________
___________________

40. ___________________ settlement established by the London Company of Virginia in 1607
on a marshy peninsula

41. ___________________ the continent the very first American settlers came from
42. ___________________ prince who organized voyages around Africa to Asia

52

History & Geography 801 Alternate Test

Date
Score80

100
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History & Geography 801 Answer Key

SECTION ONE
1.1 Any order:

a. Rome
b. Greece
c. Jews
d. Christianity

1.2 Asia, across the Bering Strait
1.3 Either order:

a. Crusades
b. Marco Polo’s book

1.4 Trade from the contact with Asia led to 
improved ships, education, larger 
cities, and stronger governments.

1.5 A.D. 476, Medieval
1.6 Roman Catholic Church
1.7 Seljuk Turks
1.8 China
1.9 Any order:

a. long trade routes over land and sea
b. land routes controlled by Muslims
c. Italian monopoly on the trade

1.10 Either order:
a. find the source of African gold
b. find a route to Asia

1.11 false (change Spain to Portugal)
1.12 true
1.13 false (change alchemy to geography)
1.14 true
1.15 false (change Bartholomeu Diaz to 

Vasco da Gama)
1.16 true
1.17 Genoa
1.18 west
1.19 half
1.20 Any order:  Portugal, France, England
1.21 Any order:  Ferdinand, Isabella
1.22 Muslim, Granada
1.23 Any order:  Niña, Pinta, Santa Maria
1.24 He believed his own experts who said 

the earth was larger than Columbus’ 
estimates and he did not want to grant 
the explorer’s demands for himself.

1.25 Either order:
a. on the island of Hispaniola
b. Columbus

1.26 four
1.27 yes, Central America is part of North 

America
1.28 Amerigo Vespucci
1.29 That they were in or near Asia
1.30 Vikings under Leif Ericson
1.31 It established permanent contact 

between the Americas and Europe.
1.32 Ponce de León
1.33 Balboa
1.34 Ponce de León
1.35 Magellan
1.36 Coronado
1.37 Pizarro
1.38 Magellan
1.39 De Soto
1.40 Cortes
1.41 Coronado
1.42 De Soto
1.43 Spain and Portugal
1.44 To divide the non-Christian lands of 

the world “fairly” between the two
1.45 Line of Demarcation
1.46 They were soldiers and noblemen who 

came to get rich.  They explored, 
mapped, and conquered much of the 
Americas for Spain.

1.47 Any order:
a. America was a long way from Asia
b. the world is a sphere

1.48 Any order
a. Spain concentrated its attention on 

Mexico and South America
b. the treasure excited the interest of 

the other nations of Europe
1.49 Teacher check
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2.1 Henry VII
2.2 John Cabot
2.3 Sir Francis Drake
2.4 Elizabeth I
2.5 Grand Banks
2.6 Invincible Armada
2.7 He gave England a claim to North 

America along Canada and the eastern 
United States as well as discovering the
Grand Banks.

2.8 They kept the Spanish fleet busy, 
reduced Spain’s profit, and gave 
Elizabeth income.

2.9 He attacked Spanish interests on the 
American west coast, explored the west
coast of North America, and captured a
great deal of treasure.

2.10 The defeat of the Invincible Armada, 
pirate attacks, rebellions in Spanish 
lands, bad management, and over-
spending.

2.11 false (change Northeast to Northwest)
2.12 false (new wording:  three times for 

England and one time for the 
Netherlands)

2.13 true
2.14 false (change Hudson Bay to Hudson 

River)
2.15 true
2.16 false (change the United States to 

Canada)
2.17 They were fishermen who came to fish 

the Grand Banks and dry their catch on
land.

2.18 The Gulf of St. Lawrence and the St. 
Lawrence River.

2.19 St. Lawrence River, Great Lakes, the 
east coast south to Massachusetts, 
northern New York

2.20 The Iroquois became enemies of France,
allies with England, and interfered with
French settlements south of the Great 
Lakes

2.21 yes
2.22 no
2.23 no
2.24 no
2.25 no
2.26 coureus de bois
2.27 fur
2.28 Mississippi
2.29 Asia
2.30 landowner, fur
2.31 Louisiana
2.32 Down the Fox River from Lake 

Michigan to the Wisconsin River, south
to the Mississippi until the Arkansas 
River, back up the Mississippi to the 
Illinois and Chicago River, and back to 
Lake Michigan

2.33 South of the Great Lakes around the 
Ohio River, the Mississippi River, and 
part of Texas on the Gulf of Mexico

2.34 All of the Mississippi Basin, from the 
Appalachians to the Rocky Mountains

SECTION TWO
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History & Geography 801 Answer Key

3.1 false (change California to Florida)
3.2 false (change Santa Fe to St. Augustine)
3.3 true
3.4 true
3.5 false (change San Diego to Santa Fe)
3.6 false (new wording:  governor appointed

by the king)
3.7 true
3.8 false (change America to Spain)
3.9 true
3.10 Dutch
3.11 French
3.12 French
3.13 Dutch
3.14 French
3.15 Strict government control of politics 

and trade, land held by rich 
landowners, and no religious freedom

3.16 The French needed the Indians to trap 
furs and the small French population 
was less of a threat to the Indians

3.17 The Dutch West India Company
3.18 Huge tracts of land were given to 

company members who brought over 
fifty people to settle on it.

3.19 They were ruled over by a privileged 
land-owning aristocracy and despotic 
governors who were appointed by the 
West India Company and were often 
poor administrators.

3.20 Any order:  Humphrey Gilbert, Walter 
Raleigh

3.21 Any order:  1585, 1587
3.22 Virginia Dare
3.23 king
3.24 John Smith
3.25 Algonquin, Powhatan
3.26 Pocahontas
3.27 It disappeared without a trace while 

the leader was in England for three 
years.

3.28 Roanoke was sponsored by an 
individual nobleman while 
Jamestown’s sponsor was a joint stock 
company.

3.29 It was chosen because it was an easily 
defendable peninsula but it was 
swampy and subjected the men to 
disease.

3.30 Any order:
a. lack of unity
b. inferior weapons
c. lack of immunity to European 

diseases
d. Europeans kept coming

3.31 Too many settlers arrived.  They 
overwhelmed the food and shelter 
resources of the colony.  Most of the 
people starved to death.

3.32 Every settler in Virginia was given 50 
acres of land if he stayed three years.

3.33 Any order:
a. House of Burgesses meets
b. boatload of women sent from 

England
c. first African slaves arrive

3.34 About three hundred and fifty colonists
were killed, the London Company lost 
its charter, Virginia became a crown 
colony

3.35 Almost 500 colonists were killed, the 
power of the Virginia Indians was 
broken and they were confined to 
reservations

3.36 tobacco
3.37 An indentured servant is a bound for a 

term of years and is then free.  A slave 
is bound for life unless freed by his 
master.

3.38 Pocahontas
3.39 Any order:

a. Spain:  Florida, Mexico, and the 
southwest U.S.

b. France:  St. Lawrence, Great Lakes, 
Mississippi Basin

c. England:  U.S. east coast, Hudson 
Bay area

SECTION THREE
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1.01 d
1.02 e
1.03 j
1.04 f
1.05 c
1.06 g
1.07 i
1.08 h
1.09 b
1.010 a
1.011 The Treaty was an agreement

between Spain and Portugal to
divide the newly discovered non-
Christian lands of the world
between them.

1.012 The Crusades were a series of
campaigns to capture the Holy
Land from the Turks.  They brought
Europe into contact with the goods
and science of Asia which increased
trade and knowledge in Europe.

1.013 The long route on land and sea was
controlled on land by the Muslims
and in Europe monopolized by the
Italian cities.

1.014 A Portuguese prince who increased
Europe’s knowledge of ship
building, navigation, and
geography while organizing a trade
route around Africa to Asia.

1.015 Any order:
a. Rome
b. Greece
c. Jews
d. Christianity

1.016 �

1.017 �

1.018
1.019 �

1.020
1.021
1.022 �

1.023
1.024 �

1.025
1.026 �

1.027
1.028
1.029 �

1.030 true
1.031 false
1.032 true
1.033 true
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2.01 France
The Gulf of St. Lawrence and the St.
Lawrence River

2.02 Netherlands
Hudson River and the east coast of
the U.S.

2.03 England
Hudson Bay area, eastern Canada

2.04 France
St Lawrence River, Great Lakes, east
coast south to Massachusetts

2.05 England
Newfoundland and U.S. east coast

2.06 France
Mississippi River and tributaries
from Lake Michigan to the Arkansas
River

2.07 France
Ohio River valley and Mississippi
River

2.08 g

2.09 h

2.010 d

2.011 e

2.012 i

2.013 a

2.014 c

2.015 j

2.016 f

2.017 b

2.018 true

2.019 false

2.020 false

2.021 true

2.022 true

2.023 false

2.024 false
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3.01 Netherlands

3.02 England

3.03 France

3.04 Spain

3.05 Netherlands

3.06 France

3.07 England

3.08 Spain

3.09 Spain

3.010 France

3.011 c

3.012 f

3.013 g

3.014 i

3.015 a

3.016 d

3.017 e

3.018 j

3.019 b

3.020 h

3.021 France

3.022 England

3.023 Spain

3.024 France

3.025 Spain

3.026 France

3.027 Spain

3.028 France

3.029 France

3.030 England

3.031

3.032 �

3.033

3.034

3.035 �

3.036 �

3.037 �

3.038

3.039 �

3.040 �

3.041 Any two:  lack of unity, inferior
weapons, lack of immunity to
European diseases, overwhelmed
by the Europeans

3.042 Company members were given
large tracts of land in exchange for
bringing over 50 settlers.

3.043 Hudson River

3.044 Any two:  autocratic government,
government control of trade, land
owned by wealthy landlords, no
religious freedom

SELF TEST 3
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1. d
2. t
3. r
4. a
5. i
6. k
7. e
8. q
9. l
10. n
11. f
12. s
13. m
14. g
15. b
16. o
17. p
18. j
19. c
20. h
21. d
22. b
23. c
24. d
25. d
26. b
27. c
28. c
29. b
30. b

31. tobacco
32. Portugal
33. Henry the Navigator
34. Italy
35. sea dogs
36. Northwest Passage
37. Grand Banks
38. Huguenots
39. fur
40. St. Augustine
41. true
42. false
43. false
44. true
45. true
46. true
47. true
48. false
49. false
50. false
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1. a

2. j

3. c

4. g

5. h

6. i

7. j

8. f

9. b

10. l

11. k

12. d

13. e

14. a

15. e

16. England

17. Spain

18. Portugal

19. France

20. Netherlands

21. Spain

22. Spain

23. Spain

24. France

25. France

26. England

27. Spain

28. England

29. Spain

30. France

31. Britain

32. Spain

33. France

34. Spain

35. Netherlands

36. Marco Polo

37. Crusades

38. tobacco

39. Any order:  Rome, Greece, Jews, 

Christianity

40. Jamestown

41. Asia

42. Henry the Navigator




